
Getting around the Festival

Our Artist Relations Fleet (generously provided by Acura) will make best efforts to provide
transportation for all directors and lead artists to attend their Intros and Q&As for their scheduled
public screenings outside of Park City. These may take place in Salt Lake City or at the
Sundance Mountain Resort (30-45 minutes away). The best way to guarantee that we can
provide transportation is for you to confirm your attendance as early as possible.

For the rest of your transportation around n Park City, the best way to get around is to ride the
Festival shuttles. They’re free and hit every Festival theater and venuein Park City. Keep in mind
that parking does not exist at most of our theaters and venues.

Airport arrival / How to get to Park City

Travel time from the Salt Lake City International Airport to Park City is approximately one hour.
We do not have an official relationship with a shuttle company and do not have discounted rates
to offer. There are a number of transit options between Salt Lake City Airport and Park City:

Lyft

Uber

Alta Shuttle

Salt Lake Express Shuttle

Shuttles

There is no public parking at the Festival’s Park City locations, but the shuttle is free and hits
every Festival theater and venue in town—plus it’s a great way to meet fellow Festivalgoers.

Make sure to plan ahead—use the free shuttles and estimate your travel time using the Festival
map. If you need assistance, volunteers are always ready to help at all main shuttle stops.

For shuttle directions in Google Maps, enter your destination, select Directions, and then
choose the public transit option.

For information on shuttle accessibility, see Accessibility.

Parking

https://www.lyft.com/
https://www.uber.com/
https://www.altashuttle.com/_reservations/parkcity.html
https://expressshuttleutah.com/
https://festival.sundance.org/how-to-fest/accessibility


There is no public parking at Festival theaters or venues in Park City; parking at theaters or
venues will result in immediate towing.

Free Parking

The Ecker Hill Park and Ride (2500 Kilby Rd., off of the Jeremy Ranch exit from I-80) offers free
shuttles directly to Kimball Junction, and Main Street.

Private Transportation

If you want additional transportation service for you and your team, we offer significantly
discounted transportation packages from our official transportation provider, Miderra. Miderra is
the only fleet with all the parking passes needed for close access to the entrance of our
theatres, the press line areas, as well as the ability to park and wait on-site at all the official
non-theater Sundance venues and Main Street. Check out their website at Miderra.com.

http://www.miderra.com/

